GCG EASY PRO
Concealed, high use, pedestrian gate closer
(with individual hydraulic controls for closing & latching speeds)
The Easy Pro pedestrian gate closer is an
all-in-one closer and hinge system which is
designed for installation on high use gates.
With the closer unit concealed inside a strong
steel housing, the Easy Pro is tamper and vandal
resistant.
Installation of the Easy Pro is normally done
when the gate is being fabricated, but can be
done afterwards, if required. The closer housing
and bottom support are welded to the bottom of
the gate and post, and the closer top pivot is
welded to the top of the post. When the closer
housing, bottom support and top pivot are
welded to the gate and post, they can be
galvanized/painted along with the gate and posts.
Whether the closer is for use with a lock, latch or
electromagnet, the two hydraulically controlled
speed adjustments will give the correct closing
speed. There is one control to adjust the closing
speed, the other regulates the latching speed.
Both controls are hidden underneath the gate
closer housing and can be easily adjusted with an
Allen key.
The gate closer housing includes a mechanical
stop which restricts the opening of the gate to
avoid damaging the closer. The closer can be set
for right or left hand without any additional parts
or fabrication work.

Features
 Fits gates 1.0 - 1.2m wide & up to 2.0m high
 Suitable for gate weight up to 110kg
 No hold open (suitable for security gates)
 Hydraulically adjustable closing speed
 Hydraulically adjustable latching speed
 Includes stop to avoid over opening
 Speed adjustments hidden from view
 For all temperatures down to -40°C

Limited maintenance is required, only regular gate
inspection and periodic lubrication.
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